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SUMMARY 

This paper develops a new semiparametric model for the effect of covariates on the conditional 
intensity of a recurrent event counting process. The model is a transparent extension of the accel
erated failure time model for univariate survival data. Estimation of the regression parameter is 
motivated by semi parametric efficiency considerations, leading to a direct extension of the weighted 
log-rank estimating functions studied in Tsiatis (1990). A novel method for estimating the regres
sion parameter using these rank-based estimating functions is proposed. An Aalen-type estimator 
for the baseline intensity function is also obtained. Asymptotics are handled through a combi
nation of martingale and empirical process methods, and finite sample properties are studied via 
simulation. Finally, the new model is applied to the bladder tumor data of Byar (1980). 

Some key words: Censoring; Counting process; Cox regression; Log-rank statistic; Multiple events; Rank 
regression; Recurrent events; Survival data. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Recurrent events are prevalent in longitudinal studies in biomedical and public health settings, 

particularly cancer, AIDS, cardiovascular and renal disease, and mental health. Some examples of 

relevant recurrent phenomena include malignant tumor or cancer recurrence, episodic remissions, 

inpatient hospitalization, episodic infections or illness, nonfatal strokes and myocardial infarctions, 

schizophrenia, depression and epileptic and other seizures. A major goal when dealing with recur

rent phenomena is to develop insight into the structure of the distribution of the time between event 

occurrences, or "gap" times, and how this distribution depends on important predictor variables 

including, perhaps, the past history of the event process itself. 

Existing inference procedures for recurrent event data include both marginal and intensity-based 

methods. Marginal methods typically focus on the cumulative rate or mean function, and do not 

condition on the full event history. Recent examples include Pepe and Cai (1993), Lawless and 

Nadeau (1995), Lin, Wei and Ying (1998, 2001), and Lin, Wei, Yang, and Ying (2000). Typically, 

such methods are robust to the subject-level correlation structure between successive events, and 

are therefore useful if primary interest lies in understanding how population-level characteristics 

influence the marginal event rate at a fixed point in time. However, comparatively strong indepen-

dent censorship conditions are also needed in order to avoid bias; see Kalbfleisch and Prentice (2002, 
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§9.2). Marginal models for the mean of a counting process also lose their attractive interpretation 

with time-dependent covariates, especially those that are functions of the past event history. 

Intensity models fully specify how the probability of subsequent recurrence depends on the past 

event history, and are therefore less robust to the subject-level correlation structure between suc

cessive events. For the same reason, they are useful in studying the local dynamics of the recurrent 

event process and in particular for predicting recurrence experience at the subject level. Intensity 

models are also valid under comparatively weak noninformative censoring assumptions. "Andersen

Gill" intensity models (Andersen and Gill, 1982) assume the intensity of subsequent recurrence is 

independent of the past event history, given other observable possibly time-dependent factors. Such 

models can impose strong Markov assumptions on the underlying event process. Conditional in

tensity models allow the intensity of the next event to be more heavily dependent on the past event 

history, and are a more natural choice for problems involving multiple time scales. Semi-Markov 

intensity models, such as those described in Andersen, Borgan, Gill, and Keiding (1993, Example 

X.l.8), can substantially relax the assumptions of the Andersen-Gill model. 

To date, the literature on conditional intensity models for recurrent event data has focused on 

semi-Markov models, parameterizing the event intensity in terms of the backward recurrence, or 

sojourn, time. The prevalent regression models are derived from the "modulated renewal process" 

of Cox (1972b), an extension of the Cox regression model for univariate survival data (Cox, 1972a). 

Specific examples can be found in Prentice, Williams, and Peterson (1981); Oakes (1992); Chang 

and Hsiung (1994); Oakes and Cui (1994); and Chang and Wang (1999). Nonparametric estimation 

in related settings has been considered by Gill (1980, 1981), Wang and Chang (1999), and Peiia, 

Strawderman, and Hollander (2001). 

In this paper a new semiparametric conditional intensity model is developed. This model directly 

extends the semiparametric accelerated failure time (AFT) model for survival data to recurrent 

event data. In particular, covariates serve to accelerate or decelerate the time to each recurrence, 

providing the implied intensity model with a "quite direct physical interpretation" (DR Cox, as 

quoted in Reid 1994, p. 450). In the case of time-independent covariates, the resulting intensity 

model, hereafter referred to as the accelerated gap times (AGT) model, explicitly depends on the 

past event history through the backward recurrence time. The extension of this intensity model to 
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time-dependent covariates broadens its scope, allowing the intensity to depend on general functions 

of the past event history. For example, the intensity of the next recurrence can depend on both 

the number and timing of previous events. There are several ways in which one might extend the 

proposed intensity model to handle time-dependent covariates. The approach taken here parallels 

the extension of the AFT model proposed by Robins and Tsiatis (1992). 

The remainder of this paper will proceed as follows. In Section 2, the AGT model is developed 

for the case of time-independent covariates. In Section 3, semiparametric efficiency considerations 

are used to motivate an appropriate class of weighted logrank-type estimating functions for the 

regression parameter and baseline intensity function. The resulting class of estimating functions 

for the regression parameter extends those of Tsiatis (1990) to the case where each subject can 

experience more than one event. Relevant asymptotic theory is provided in Section 4. Novel 

methods of parameter and variance estimation are obtained as a byproduct of these results. These 

methods are easily adapted to the AFT model, hence providing some new methods for analyzing 

survival data using censored regression models. Section 5 studies the behavior of the proposed 

estimators via simulation, and Section 6 applies the proposed methods to the well-known bladder 

cancer study of Byar (1980). Finally, Section 7 concludes with some comments, including the 

necessary extensions for dealing with time-dependent covariates. 

2 THE MODEL 

2.1 Motivation and Definition 

Consider first a single subject with a p-dimensional covariate vector Z experiencing repeated events 

at times 0 < U1 < U2 < · · ·. Define /h gap time as TJ = Uj- Uj-l, where j 2: 1 and Uo = 0. 

Suppose that, given Z, TjiJ'Z ~ Vj, where V1, V2, ... are independent and identically distributed 

random variables with absolutely continuous distribution function Fa. The covariates Z directly 

accelerate or decelerate the "baseline" gap times Vj, j 2: 1, extending the AFT model in an obvious, 

intuitively appealing manner. 

Define Um = L,~1 Tj, and let Nv(t) = max(m: Um :::; t) fort 2: 0. Given Z, Nv(t) is a renewal 

process generated by the unobserved "baseline renewal process" Nb,v(t) = max(m : Vm :::; t) 

through a Z-dependent time transformation; that is, Nb,v(t) ~ Nv(te-e'z) for all t 2: 0. Define 
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:Fs = a{Nv(u), u::; 8; Z} to be the history of the observed data to time 8. Then, for any 8, 8 > 0, 

{Nv( 8)- Nv( ) = 1I:F} = Fo{ee'z Rv(8 +h)}- Fo{ee'z Rv(8)} 
pr 8+ 8 s 1-Fo{e6'ZRv(8)} 

for Rv(8) = 8- UN"(s-)· Dividing both sides by 8 and letting 8 ~ 0 yields the (predictable) local 

intensity for Nv ( ·) in the absence of censoring. With .\o ( ·) denoting the hazard function for Fa ( ·), 

the corresponding cumulative intensity is 

(1) 

Using an obvious extension of notation, assume now that there are n subjects, the ith being observed 

over [0, Ti]· The observed data are {Nl(u), lit (u), Zi, u ~ 0}, i = 1 ... n, where Nit(u) = Nt(u/\Ti), 

Y/ (u) = Ih ~ u), and a 1\ b =min( a, b). Throughout, it is assumed: 

(A1) Fa(·)= J~ fo(8)d8, where fo(·) has continuous first and bounded second derivatives, 

survivor function So(-) = 1- Fa(·), hazard function .\o(-), and renewal function 'Yo(·); 

( A2) { Nl ( u), Jit ( u), Zi, u ~ 0}, i = 1 ... n are independent and identically distributed; 

(A3) Ti i~d G(·IZi) for some possibly degenerate distribution G(·IZi); 

(A4) Censoring is noninformative; 

(A5) IIZill < oo a.s. and E[{Nfh)}6+e] < oo for some E > 0 and t ~ 0. 

Let 9t denote the event and covariate histories of all subjects to timet. Lemma 1, which will be 

taken as the operational definition of the AGT model, encapsulates the major model assumptions. 

Lemma 1. For i = 1, ... , n define the backward recurrence time Ri ( u) = u - UiNl ( u-) and set 

Aj(t) =fat .\0 {e6'Z;~(u)}e6'Z; Yit(u) du. (2) 

Then, under {A1}-{A5}, Ml(-) = Nl(-)- Aj(·), i ~ 1 are orthogonal square integrable mean zero 

martingales with respect to {9t, t ~ 0}. 

REMARK: The condition E{Nf(T)} < oo is sufficient to ensure square integrability holds (cf. Peiia 

et al. 2001). The stronger condition in (A5) is only needed for the asymptotic results of Section 

4. Since the moment generating function of Nv(t) exists for all t (e.g., Resnick, 1994, Thm. 3.3.1), 

the condition E[{Nf(T)}6+E] < oo restricts the decay rate of the upper tail of G(·IZ) and is easily 

met, for example, if T has bounded support or a moment generating function. 
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2.2 Related models 

The ACT model is related to some other models proposed in the literature. Assume for simplicity 

a single subject and no censoring. Then, the semi-Markov modulated renewal process model of Cox 

(1972b) assumes that the cumulative intensity function of Nv(t) equals J~ >.0{s- UNv(s-)}e0'Zds; 

see also Oakes and Cui (1994). Models derived from or related to the modulated renewal process 

model include Prentice, Williams, and Peterson (1981); Oakes (1992); Chang and Hsiung (1994); 

and Chang and Wang (1999). Evidently, the main difference between the ACT model of Lemma 1 

and the modulated renewal process model is that ee'z appears as an argument to >.o(·). These two 

models are equivalent if >-o(u) = Ao for u 2:: 0, and in this case both reduce to the Andersen-Gill 

model. Otherwise, all three intensity models are distinct and, comparatively speaking, the presence 

of e0' z in >.0 ( ·) complicates both estimation and asymptotics in the ACT model. 

Lin et al. (1998) propose an extension of the AFT model to deal with recurrent event data. In the 

notation of this paper, their "marginal accelerated means" (MAM) model assumes E{Nv(t)IZ} = 

f.Lo ( tef3' z), where f.Lo ( ·) is an unspecified increasing function and (3 is an unknown regression pa

rameter. The MAM model neither assumes the gap times Tj are independent nor have the same 

conditional distributions (i.e., given Z). However, there is an interesting correspondence between 

the MAM and ACT models in the case where both models are valid. In particular, assuming the 

ACT model holds, E{Nv(t)IZ} = !'o(tee'z), where !'o(t) = E{Nb,v(t)} is by (A1) the baseline 

renewal function. Hence, under the ACT model, J.Lo(·) = l'o0 and the interpretation of e and (3 

coincide. It follows that the estimating function for (3 proposed in Lin et al. (1998) can also be 

used for estimating e, provided censoring is independent of the underlying event process given Z. 

The estimating function (17) derived below is motivated by efficiency considerations and yields a 

consistent estimator under weaker censoring assumptions. The ACT model is also more natural 

choice if the focus of the analysis is on the recurrence time distribution. For example, with T 

denoting a generic gap time, it is easy to estimate 

pr(T > tiZ) = exp{ -A0 (tee'z)} (3) 

and, as a result, obtain median recurrence times and related quantities. 
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3 SEMIPARAMETRIC ESTIMATION 

If Ao(-) = J~ >..a(u)du is parametrically specified, standard likelihood methods may be used for 

parameter estimation, the corresponding asymptotic theory being obtained from a straightforward 

extension of the martingale convergence theory in Borgan (1984). For Ao(·) left unspecified, the 

ACT model is semiparametric and both estimation and asymptotics for the p-dimensional Eu-

clidean parameter() and infinite dimensional parameter Ao(·) become more difficult. Tsiatis (1990) 

proposed to estimate the regression parameter in the semiparametric AFT model by "inverting" 

a class of weighted linear rank statistics. Ritov (1990) studied this same problem from a different 

perspective, establishing a direct correspondence between the estimating functions of Tsiatis and 

those based on semiparametric efficiency considerations for censored linear regression models. In 

Section 3.1, semiparametric efficiency considerations are used to derive a weighted logrank-type 

estimating function for () and also an estimator for Ao(-) under the ACT model. The resulting 

estimating function for () directly generalizes those considered in Tsiatis (1990) to the case where 

each subject can experience more than one event. 

3.1 Estimation - theoretical considerations 

To motivate an estimating function for 8, we first obtain the semiparametric efficient score. These 

computations shall require that we be able to move freely between "calendar time" and "gap time" 

stochastic integral representations of the same quantity (cf. Perra et al., 2001). Lemmas 2 and 

3 provide the essential tools; the former is an easy consequence of the argument used to prove 

Proposition 1 of Perra et al. (2000), and the latter is proved in Appendix A. 

Lemma 2. Let (A1}-(A5) hold. For s, t 2 0, i = 1 ... n, define 

(4) 

Then, for any bounded integrable h( ·), 

To gain insight into the importance of this result, consider h(r) = I(r :::; t) for some fixed t > 0, 

and assume Ml(·) is a 98 - martingale, i.e., so that () is the "true" parameter in (2). Then, 
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h{R;(v)e8'Z;} = I{Ri(v)e8'Z; :::; t} is a gv-predictable process and J; I{R;(v)e8'Z; :::; t}Ml(dv) is 

a g5 - martingale process. It then follows from Lemma 2 that 

where 

s Nl(s-) 

Ni(s,tiB) = 1 I{R;(v)ee'Z;:::; t}Nl(dv) = L I(TijeiJ'Z;:::; t) 
0 j=l 

(6) 

and Ni(s, tiB) and Yi(s, uiB) respectively track events and "at risk" status on the (baseline) gap 

time scale. Then, considered as a stochastic process, Mi(s, tiB) is a mean zero g-martingale in 

s 2: 0 for each fixed t. Since E{Mi(s,tiB)} = 0 fori= 1. . . n, (5) suggests an obvious estimator 

for Ao(-) that, as shown below, can also be justified via maximum likelihood. However, despite the 

familiar form of (5), there is no filtration making Mi(s, tiB) a martingale process in t 2: 0 for fixed 

s; see Peiia et al. (2001) for related discussion. Nevertheless, Lemma 3 shows these observations 

have useful consequences in more general moment calculations. 

Lemma 3. Define Ni(tiB) = Ni(oo, tiB), Yi(tiB) = Yi(oo, tiB), and Mi(tiB) = Mi(oo, tiB). Let Hi(-) 

be a g-predictable process and suppose Ml (-) be a g-martingale process, where g is defined as in 

Lemma 1. Then, for any t 2: 0, 

lt Hi(u)Mi(duiB) = loo I{R;(v)ee'z;:::; t}Hi{R;(v)ee'zi}Ml(dv). 

Hence, E{f~ Hi(u)Mi(duiB)} = 0 and 

var{lt Hi(u)Mi(duiB)} = lt E{H[(u)Yi(uiB)}>.o(u)du. 

We now turn to the problem of computing the efficient score. Under the AGT model of Lemma 1, 

we may use Jacod's point process loglikelihood (cf. Andersen et al., 1993, Cor. II.7.3) to obtain 

the score for e assuming Ao ( ·) is known. Specifically, 

(7) 

where Ml(-) is defined as in Lemma 1 and, here and henceforth, Q(u) = 1 + u{Ao(u)/>-o(u)} with 

.\0 (u) denoting the derivative of >-o(u). The semiparametric efficient score for e is obtained by 
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subtracting from SQ(B) its orthogonal projection onto the tangent space for Ao(-); see, for example, 

Bickel et al. (1993, §3.4) or van der Vaart (1998,§25.4). 

To compute the tangent space for Ao(·), consider the parameterized family of sub-models (B, A0)--. 

(B+o:¢, Aa.), where a E lR and dim(¢)= dim( B). Proceeding informally, suppose Aa.(t) = J~ >.0 ( u){1 + 

~1]( u )}2du, where ry( ·) is a bounded element of 

Lemma 3 shows (8) is equivalent to 

Notice that (B + o:¢, Aa.) reduces to (B, Ao) at a = 0. Under this family of sub-models, the score 

operator for (B,Ao) (e.g., van der Vaart, 1998, §25.5.1) is ¢'SQ(B)+Be,A0 (7J), where SQ(B) and Q(·) 

are defined as above and 

(9) 

is the score operator for A0 ( ·). The semi parametric efficient score for epx 1 is now obtained by 

1. determining 'Pk(·) E lHI, k = 1 .. . p such that E[{SQk(B)- Be,Ao('Pk)}Be,A0 (7J)] = 0 for all 

1] E lHI, where SQk(B) is the kth element of the p-vector SQ(B). 

Proposition 1 below summarizes the results and is proved in Appendix A. Here and subsequently, 

v<SJk, k = 0, 1, 2 respectively denotes 1Px 1, v, and vv' for a p x 1 vector v; in addition, 0/0 = 0. 

Proposition 1. Let (A1)-(A5) hold and suppose J0
00 Q2 (u)>.o(u)du < oo. Then, 'Pk(u) = Q(u)£k(u) 

for [k(u) = E{ZlkYl(uiB)}jE{Yl(uiB)}, k = 1 .. . p, and the semiparametric efficient score fore 

Sen{B) = ~ 100 Q{~(u)e8'Z;} [Zi- £{~(u)e8'Z;}] M/(du) 

t 100 Q(u){Zi- £(u)}Mi(duiB), 
i=l 0 
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where E(u) = E{Z1Y1(u\8)}jE{Y1(u\8)}. Assume l:Q = n-1 E{Sen(8)S~Jf8)} > 0, where 

l:Q =leo E[{Z1 - E(u)}02Yl(u\8)] Q2 (u).Ao(u)du. (11) 

Then, the semiparametric information bound for estimating 8 is I:Q1 . 

The score (10) depends on the unknown function Q(-), which is difficult to estimate. Nevertheless, 

(10) provides an excellent starting point for developing a class of weighted estimating functions for 

8, a problem tackled in the next section. 

The score operator for Ao(-) is given in (9). Using Lemma 2, one may write this as 

n roo 
Be,A0 (TJ) = ~ Jo ry(u){Ni(du\8)- Yi(u\B)Ao(du)}. 

where ry(-) E !HI is bounded. Solving Be,A0 (7]) = 0 for Ao(·) is therefore equivalent to solving 

2:::~ 1 Ni(du\8)- Ao(du){I:~= 1 Yi(u\B)} = 0, yielding the Aalen-type estimator 

Ao(t\B) = r 2:::~~1 Ni(du\8). 
Jo Li=1 Yi(u\8) 

(12) 

Suppose 8 is known and that s(0l(u\8) = E{YI(u\8)} > 0 for u E [O,t]. Then, under suitable 

regularity, (12) is evidently an asymptotically efficient estimator of Ao(t) with efficient score 

(13) 

the latter representation following from Lemma 3. Notably, (13) equals Be,Ao(77etf,t), where 77eff,t(u) = 

I( u :::; t)/ s(o) ( u\8) is an element of !HI. However, if() is unknown, a consistent estimator for e must 

be substituted in for 8 and Ao(t\B) is no longer efficient in general. Proposition 2 provides the 

information bound for estimating Ao ( t) in this case. 

Proposition 2. Let the conditions of Proposition 1 hold. Define s(ll(u\B) = E{Z1Y1(u\8)} and 

suppose s(0l(u\B) > 0 for u E [0, t]. Then, the semiparametric information bound for Ao(t) is 

t .Ao( u) ' 1 
Jo s(Dl(u\8o) du + AQ(t)l:Q AQ(t), (14) 

where 

t s(1) ( u\B) 
AQ(t) = Jo s(O)(u\B) Q(u).Ao(u)du. (15) 
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3.2 Estimation - practical considerations 

In light of (12), one may simply estimate Ao(t) using Ao(tJB), where Bis any consistent estimator of 

B. The main challenge therefore lies in estimating B. From (10), observe that estimating B requires 

estimation [ ( ·) and Q(-). Estimation of [ (-) is straightforward. Specifically, define 

n 

§(kl(tJB) = n- 1 L zfklj(tlB); 
j=l 

(16) 

then, one may estimate £(t) using E(tJB) = §(ll(tJB)/§(0l(tJB). Nonparametric estimation of Q(-) is 

more difficult. Given a nonparametric estimator for Ao(·), estimation of Q(-) using kernel methods 

is a possibility. However, such estimators are known to suffer from bias, are sensitive to bandwidth 

selection, and exhibit slow rates of convergence (e.g, Scott, 1992, §6.1-6.2). Thus, Q(-) can be 

difficult to estimate well with sample sizes arising in practical applications. 

In the case of the AFT model, Tsiatis (1990) and Ritov (1990) replace the unknown optimal weight 

function with a data-dependent real-valued weight W( uJB) that is easier to compute. In the current 

setting, and in view of (10), doing so generates the weighted class of estimating functions 

n roo n roo 
Sw(B) = L Jo W(uJB) {Zi- E(uJB)} Mi(duJB) = L Jo W(uJB) {Zi- E(uJB)} Ni(duJ6l). 

i=l 0 i=l 0 

(17) 

The second form is an easy consequence of the definitions Mi(·JB) and IE(·JB) given earlier. With 

Ni = Nl(Ti-) denoting the observed number of events for subject i, define Xij(B) = Tijee'Z; for 

j ~ Ni and Xij(e) = (Ti- UiNJe0'Z; for j = Ni + 1. Then, using (6), we may write 

The correspondence between (17) and the estimating function of Tsiatis (1990) should now be 

self-evident. In comparison, Lin et al. (1998) employ 

where Uij = "L{=1 Tij for j 2: 1 and W(-JB) is some weight function. Evidently, SLwY(B) is distinct 

from (18) and, for an equivalent choice of weight, the results of Section 3.1 therefore suggest (18) 

should yield a more efficient estimator. 
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Because (18) is a rank-based estimating function, one typically defines B as a zero-crossing of 

Sw(B) or minimizer of IISw(B)II, where llvll = (v'v) 112 for a vector v. However, because Sw(B) is not 

necessarily monotone, there may exist several distinct minimizers. In the case of the semi parametric 

AFT model, these problems are largely mitigated upon using the so-called "Gehan" weight; see, for 

example, Fygenson and Ritov (1994). For the AGT model, this corresponds to selecting W(uiB) = 
§(0l(uiB), and the optimization problem may then be put in correspondence with minimizing a 

convex objective function. This minimization is easily done using linear programming methods; 

see, for example, Lin et al. (1998). Hereafter, Be will be used to denote the solution Sw(B) = 0 

for W(uiB) = §(0l(uiB). Use of the Gehan weight yields a numerically stable, consistent sequence 

of estimators. However, it does not necessarily yield an estimator with other desirable statistical 

properties. It is shown later how the former can successfully be used in pursuit of the latter. 

Other interesting weight functions include W(uiB) = 1 and W(uiB) = sg(u){1- So(u)}5 , where 

So(·) is a suitable estimator of So(·). The former produces a logrank-type estimating function, the 

latter corresponds to the GP'5-class of weighted logrank tests developed in Fleming and Harrington 

(1991, §7.2.1). Ritov (1990) established the optimality of the logrank estimating function for the 

AFT modellogT = -e' Z + E, where E has an extreme value distribution. Identifying E with log V, 

the logrank estimating function is therefore optimal if T = V e-0' z and V has a Wei bull distribution. 

This optimality extends directly to the AGT model. Specifically, consider Q(u) appearing in (10), 

and let~> 0 be a finite constant. Solving Q(u) =~for >-o(·) (i.e., constant weight) is equivalent to 

solving the ordinary linear differential equation 5-o(u) + (1-~)u- 1 >-o(u) = 0. Assuming >.0 (1) = >.E~ 

for any A > 0, we obtain .>-0 (u) = >.~(.>-u)E- 1 , or the hazard function for a Weibull distribution. 

Hence the logrank estimating function, hereafter denoted s LR (e)) is optimal for a large and flexible 

class of baseline intensity functions. 

The estimating function SLR(e) is not guaranteed to be component-wise monotone in e. As a 

result, it may have multiple distinct solutions, some of which may be inconsistent (cf. Fygenson 

and Ritov, 1994). In the next section, it is shown that the Gehan estimator Be is consistent and 

asymptotically normal under very weak conditions. These results are then used to construct a 

n~ -consistent sequence of solutions in the case of a general weight function. 
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4 ASYMPTOTIC THEORY 

For the sake of initial discussion, define ew as (approximately) minimizing IISw('F, e) II, where 

(19) 

and T > 0 is possibly infinite. In the absence of further information, establishing the consistency 

of ew can require strong global conditions (Newey and McFadden, 1994, §2.1). For example, 

two convenient and standard assumptions include (1) e E 8c, where 8c c JRP is a compact set 

known to contain the true parameter eo; and, (2) Sw(-T, e) converges uniformly in probability to 

a continuous limit for e E 8c. The first condition is obviously restrictive, and is often ignored in 

practice. In the case of the AGT model, the second requires E{Y1 (tie)} to be bounded away from 

zero for ( t, e) E [0, 7] x 8c. This ensures JE( ule) remains bounded, but could be a rather restrictive 

condition if either Tij or Ti has finite support and 8c has a large diameter. 

Both compactness and uniform convergence can be relaxed considerably if the estimating function 

is the gradient of a convex objective function (e.g., Andersen and Gill, 1982, Appendix II; Newey 

and McFadden, 1994, §2.6) or, more generally, a monotone field (Ritov, 1991). The monotonicity 

of Sw('F, e) for W(ule) = §(0l(ule) is exploited below in order to establish consistency and weak 

convergence of ec under very weak conditions. Given a general weight function, a consistent and 

asymptotically normal "one-step" estimator for e is then obtained. The advantages of using a 

one-step estimator are discussed after Theorem 2 below. A novel algorithm for computing the 

one-step estimator and its variance is then proposed. Finally, asymptotic theory for Ao(-lew) is 

obtained, along with a method for consistently estimating its variance. Several important auxiliary 

results, as well as proofs of the main theorems appearing below, can be found in Appendix B. 

Martingale convergence theory cannot be applied in this problem, and the asymptotics therefore 

utilize empirical process theory as developed in van der Vaart and Wellner (1996). 

4.1 Inference fore 

Employing the Gehan-type weight W(ule) = §(0l(ule), (17) becomes 

fic(t, 0) ~ l §1°1 ( uiB) { n -l ~ Z,N,( dujO)} -l §Ill ( uiO) { n -l ~ N,( duiB)} . (20) 
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Letting t ~ oo, some algebra shows 

recalling again the notation Ni = Nl(ri-), Xij(B) = Tijee'Z; for j S Ni, and Xij(B) = (ri

uiNJe0' Z; for j = Ni + 1 from Section 3.2. Evidently, Sa( B) = Sa ( oo, B) is the gradient of the 

convex objective function (cf. Fygenson and Ritov, 1994; Lin et al., 1998) 

(21) 

for a+ = max{a,O} = (lal + a)/2. The minimizers of Lc(B) and IISc(B)II are asymptotically 

equivalent. Moreover, the set of minimizers of Lc(B) lies in a convex set of diameter O(n-1) 

(Fygenson and Ritov, 1994). Hence we focus on ea = argmin Lc(fJ), where the right-hand side is 

taken to be any value of B that minimizes La( B). 

Let B E 8, where 8 is any open convex subset of I!~.P. Then, under (A1)-(A5), Corollary 1 of 

Appendix B and (20) imply Sa(B) converges uniformly in probability to 

Let N(Bo) be some open neighborhood of Bo and define the p x p matrix De( B) = (djdB)Sc(B). 

Theorem 1 below establishes the consistency and weak convergence of ea under the following 

additional regularity conditions: 

(A6) s(j)(uiB) = E{Z~jY1(u!B)}, j = 0, 1, 2 are continuous for (u, B) E ffi.+ x N(Bo). 

(A7) De= Dc(Bo) is nonsingular. 

Existence of De is of course implied in (A7); in fact, the proof of Theorem 1 below shows that 

(A1)-(A6) are enough to guarantee the existence and continuity of De( B) at B = Bo. 

Theorem 1. Suppose (A1)-(A 7) hold and assume Bo E 8, where 8 is any open convex subset of 

ffi.P. Then, ea = argmin La (B) exists with probability tending to one, ea .!!... Bo, and n ~ (ec - Bo) .!!:_. 

N(O,rc), where rc = (D(/)'EcD(/, 

(23) 
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and 

(24) 

A method for consistently estimating r a is provided in the next section. In contrast to much 

of the survival analysis literature, Theorem 1 does not impose a bounded (gap) time interval 

assumption. This useful consequence of selecting the Gehan weight has apparently gone unnoticed 

in the literature on rank regression for censored data. Such is not the case for a general weight 

function W(·IB), where it is further assumed 

(AS) f satisfies inf{t E [O,f]: s(0)(t1B0)} > 0. 

(A9) For (t, B) E [0, f] x N(Bo), W(tiB) is of bounded variation and there exists a 

continuous, bounded deterministic function w(tiB) such that IW(tiB)- w(tiB) I converges 

to zero uniformly in probability. 

The bounded gap time interval assumption (AS) may be interpreted as requiring that the expected 

"baseline number at risk" s(0)(t1Bo) is positive fort E [0, f]. By (33) of Lemma 4 in Appendix B, 

(AS) is satisfied if So(f)pr(T1e8~z1 ~f) > 0. Then, similarly to (22), (A1)-(A9) and Corollary 1 

imply Sw(B) = Sw(f, B) converges uniformly in probability to a function Sw(B) forB E N(Bo); see 

(3S). The proof of Theorem 2 below shows that (A1)-(A9) ensure Dw(B) = (d/dB)Sw(B) exists 

and is continuous at B = Bo. Analogously to (A7), it is further required that 

(A10) Dw = Dw(Bo) is nonsingular. 

The following one-step estimation result then holds under (A1)-(A10). 

Theorem 2. Suppose (A1}-(A10} hold and assume Bo E e, where e is an open convex subset of 

JR.P. Let Dw be any consistent estimator of Dw. Then, 

- ........ -11- -
Bw = Ba- (Dw) Sw(Ba) 

is n!- consistent and n! (Ow- Bo) ~ N (0, rw), where rw = (D~)'EwD~, 

(25) 
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v(uiBo) = s(2l(uiBo)/s(0l(uiBo)- {s(ll(uiBo)/s(Ol(uiBo)}02 , and 

Dw = -17 w(uiBo)v(uiBo)s(0)(uiBo)Q(u)>.o(u)du, (26) 

If w(uiBo) = Q(u) and T ____, oo in Theorem 2, then both Ew and -Dw reduce to (11), yielding an 

asymptotic version of the usual information matrix equality. In this case, r Q = EQ1 and BQ is a 

semiparametric efficient estimator by Proposition 1. 

There are at least two notable advantages of using the one-step estimator Bw. The asymptotic 

results of Tsiatis (1990), Ritov (1990), Ying (1993), and Lin et al. (1998) all require Bo to lie in 

a known compact subset of JRP. This assumption is not required for the one-step estimator of 
1 ~ 

Theorem 2. The reasons for this are: (i) iteration starts with the n2 -consistent estimator Be, 

which is eventually guaranteed to be in some small neighborhood of Bo; and, (ii) no compactness 

assumption is required for Be because (21) and its limit are both convex. The second advantage 

is purely computational: a simple convex minimization problem (i.e., obtaining Be) replaces the 

potentially ill-behaved problem of minimizing IISw(7, B) II directly. 

A consistent estimator of Dw is required in order to compute Bw. However, because this same 

estimator is also needed for estimating rw, this can hardly be viewed as a serious computational 

disadvantage. Computation of Bw and its variance are dealt with in the next section. 

4.2 Estimating r e and rw 

The asymptotic variances in Theorems 1 and 2 depend on (23) and (25), which are easy to estimate, 

and the (asymptotic) derivatives (24) and (26). The dependence of De and Dw on Q(-), hence 

>.0 (·) and >-o(-), is what makes estimation of re and rw challenging in practice. 

Huang (2002) proposed an interesting method of variance estimation in a related rank-regression 

problem. The following algorithm (i.e. Steps 2-4) adapts this method to the problem of estimating 

r e of Theorem 1. 

ALGORITHM #1 

1. Compute Be by minimizing (21); 
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2. Estimate I:c via 

f:c = fooo [§C0l(uiBc)§C2l(uiBc)- { §Cll(uiBc)} 02
] R(o)(duiBc), 

where .!V(O) (-I B) is defined in (32) of Appendix B; 

3. Minimize IISc(B)- ckll to obtain ifck, k = 1 .. . p, where Ck denotes the kth column of f;~2 ; 

~ (~1/2) 2 ~1/2 1 - ~ - ~ 4. Compute fc = r c , where r c = n2 (801- Be,··· , Bop- Be). 

Huang (2002) refers to this method of variance estimation as "inverse numerical differentiation." 

This method does not estimate De or its inverse directly; rather, it exploits the asymptotic linearity 

and continuity of Sc(B) (and its inverse) in shrinking neighborhoods of (}o. Under (Al)-(A5), the 

consistency of f;G is a consequence of Corollary 1. That f c is a consistent estimator of r c is a 

simple consequence of Theorem 1 and the arguments used to prove Theorem 4 of Huang (2002). 

The performance of f c is evaluated in Section 5, where it is observed to provide a stable and 

accurate estimate of r c for modest sample sizes. 

Algorithm #1 requires p+ 1 minimizations of a perturbed non-smooth objective function. In the case 

of the Gehan weight, these minimization problems are well-behaved and can be implemented very 

efficiently. Algorithm #1 is also easily adapted to the case of a general weight function. However, 

most other choices of W(·IB) yield non-monotone estimating functions, and solving these perturbed 

minimization problems can be more problematic. For example, in addition to the lack of efficient 

general algorithms, the minimizers may exhibit unstable behavior. Below, an alternative method 

is proposed for approximating Dw directly. This method also relies on the asymptotic linearity 

of Sw(B) in shrinking neighborhoods of Bo. However, it avoids the aforementioned instability by 

making greater use of the properties of Be. Specifically, for any 0 < M < oo and II e- Bo II :=; M n - 112 , 

(41) of Appendix B implies 

- - I 1/2 Sw(B)- Sw(Bo) = -Dw(B- Bo) + op(n- ). 

Conditionally on the data, let if""' N(Bc, fc), where k = 1 ... Band the replications are indepen

dent. Then, applying the above identity twice, we (informally) have 
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The above relation suggests treating Dw as the slope in a regression of the (multivariate) "response" 

Sw(ek)- Sw(Be), k = 1 ... Bon the "covariates" Be- ek, k = 1 ... B. More precisely, Dw can 

be estimated with Dw,B = (3'3)-1 3'ZJ, where 

[
{Sw(e1)-: Sw(Be)}'] 

and ZJ = : 
{Sw(es)- Sw(Be)}' 

Theorem 3. Let Dw = lims---+oo Dw,B· Then, under {Al)-(AlO}, Dw .!!.. Dw and and fw = 

(Di:;} )'~w .B;:i is a consistent estimator for fw = (DH} )'~w DH}, where 

~w = { W(uiBw) § (ui~w)- § (ul~) R(o)(duiBw). 
7 [ (2) ~ { (1) ~ }02] 

Jo §(D)(uiBw) §(D)(uiBw) 

The proof of this result may be found in Appendix B. For W(uiB) = 1 (i.e., the logrank weight), 

the estimator fw is shown to work well in Section 5, where it is also compared with an appro

priate version of Huang's estimator. The main advantage of this approach compared to Huang's 

method stems from the replacement of p + 1 potentially unstable optimizations with p + 1 convex 

optimizations (i.e.' for computing Be and r e) followed by simple least squares calculation. The 

main disadvantage is the additional computation required for computing Sw(ek), k = 1 ... B. 

~ ~ 

The main algorithm for computing Bw and fw is now summarized: 

ALGORITHM #2 

1. Use algorithm #1 to obtain Be and fe; 

2. Compute Dw,B for sufficiently large B; 

,...... -- ......... 1 - ......... 
3. Compute Bw =Be- Dw,BSw(Be); 

4. Compute fw as in Theorem 3, using Dw,B in place of Dw. 

4.3 Inference for Ao 

The main result is obtained for the general weighted case; i.e., where Ao(t) is estimated via Ao(·IBw) 

and Bw satisfies Theorem 2. Conditions (A9) and (AlO) can be omitted if Bw is replaced by Be. 
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Theorem 4. Suppose (A1}-(A10} hold and that Bw satisfies Theorem 2. Then, n~{Ao(·IBw)

Ao( ·)} converges weakly to a Gaussian process on [0, f] with covariance function 

2 r/\s AQ ( U) I 
aA0 (s, t) = Jo s(O)(uiOo) du + AQ(t)fwAQ(s), (27) 

where fw = (Di:j})'EwDj;il is the asymptotic variance ofn~(Bw-Oo) and AQ(t) is defined in {15}. 

Moreover, for any 0 < M < oo, 

sup IAo(tiO)- Ao(tiOo) + AQ(t)(O- Oo)l = op(n-112 ). 
tE[O,-r) 

1 
n2llll-lloiiSM 

(28) 

If w(uiOo) = Q(u), Theorem 2 shows fw reduces to E01, the latter being defined in (11). In 

this case, Proposition 2 implies Ao(·IBQ) is semiparametric efficient. More generally, fw =!=- E01; 

hence, Proposition 2 and Theorem 4 imply that efficient estimation of Ao(·) requires that Bw be 

asymptotically equivalent to BQ. 

The variance (27) for s = t can be consistently estimated with 

O'Xo(t) = fo\§C0l(uiBw)}-2iVC0l(duiBw) + A'(t)fwA(t), 

where fw is estimated as in Theorem 3 and A(t) is any consistent estimator of AQ(t). The 

asymptotic linearity result (28) shows that AQ(-) can be approximated in a manner similar to 

Theorem 3. Confidence intervals and bands for Ao(t) can then be computed in standard fashion. 

For example, a 100(1- a)% confidence interval for Ao(t) is (cf. Andersen et al., 1993, §IV.l.3) 

5 SIMULATION RESULTS 

Two simulations were done to evaluate the performance of Be and also Bw for the logrank weight 

W(·IO) = 1, hereafter denoted BLR· In the first simulation, the gap times T"' ve-0·5z, where v"' 

Exp(1), Z ,....., Bernoulli(0.5), and T"' Uniform(O, 3.5). This setting is equivalent to the "Poisson 

process" simulation summarized in Table 1 of Lin et al. (1998). In the second simulation, V ,....., 

Gamma(0.75,0.75) and Z,....., Normal(0,1); Tis then computed as above, with T"' Uniform(O, 3.5). 

Sample sizes of n = 50 and n = 100 are considered, and 1000 replications are used. Evidently, 

00 = 0.5 in both cases; the true values of {Ao(1), Ao(2)} are (1,2) and (1.73, 3.19), respectively. 
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Table 1: Simulation Results 

W(·JB) = 1 (Logrank) W(-JB) = §(0)(-JB) (Gehan) 

Exponential Gamma Exponential Gamma 

n=50 n = 100 n=50 n = 100 n=50 n = 100 n=50 n = 100 

JBias(e) I 0.004 0.001 0.000 0.002 0.007 0.006 0.003 0.004 

se(B) 0.209 0.144 0.095 0.065 0.237 0.160 0.113 0.076 

E{ se(B)} (Huang) 0.192 0.135 0.092 0.063 0.227 0.158 0.110 0.076 

E{se(B)} (Thm. 3) 0.209 0.141 0.097 0.065 - - - -

Emp. Cov. (95%) 0.944 0.943 0.957 0.955 0.945 0.949 0.944 0.950 

JBias{Ao(1)}J 0.000 0.006 0.001 0.004 0.006 0.000 0.002 0.001 

se{Ao(1)} 0.172 0.118 0.189 0.130 0.183 0.127 0.190 0.134 

E[se{Ao(1)}] 0.168 0.117 0.181 0.126 0.177 0.126 0.184 0.129 

Emp. Cov. (95%) 0.938 0.958 0.953 0.947 0.933 0.957 0.950 0.944 

JBias{Ao(2)}J 0.008 0.000 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.034 0.015 

se{Ao(2)} 0.388 0.271 0.532 0.390 0.394 0.276 0.514 0.388 

E[se{Ao(2)}] 0.375 0.263 0.523 0.368 0.381 0.274 0.520 0.372 

Emp. Cov. (95%) 0.950 0.948 0.944 0.947 0.952 0.959 0.948 0.942 

E{Yl(1JBo)} 0.81 0.51 

E{Y1 (2JBo)} 0.18 0.07 

E{N1(TI)} 2.3 3.7 

The simulations were done in MATLAB 6; the results are summarized in Table 1. Respectively, 

the results for the Logrank and Gehan weights for a given combination of baseline distribution 

and sample size (i.e., columns (2,6), (3,7), (4,8), and (5,9)) are based on the same 1000 datasets. 

The estimators Be and fe are obtained using Algorithm #1, and the empirical bias and standard 

error are reported in the table. The estimators BLR and fLR are obtained using Algorithm #2. For 

comparison, a version of Algorithm #1 (i.e., steps 2-4) appropriate for the case of the logrank weight 

is also used to approximate the variance of BLR; the empirical mean of the Huang-type estimators 

for Be and BLR are given in the line labeled "E{se(B)} (Huang)." The entries for "E{se(B)} (Thm. 

3)" refer to standard error approximations based on Theorem 3; these entries are blank for the 

Gehan weight because no such estimator was proposed for this case. In estimating the standard 

deviation of BLR, B = 100 simulated values are used per dataset; for A(-JBe) and A(-JBLR), B = 250 

simulated values are used. Also reported in the table are the average "expected baseline number 

at risk" at times t = 1, 2 and observed events per subject. 
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The proposed estimation methods work quite well for practical sample sizes. In particular, all 

estimators are nearly unbiased and confidence interval coverage agrees nicely with the nominally 

specified level of 95%. In the case of the logrank weight, there is no evidence that utilizing all of 

the data creates bias, suggesting that one may let 7'-+ oo in Theorem 2. The standard error of eLR 

decreases when moving from Exponential to Gamma gap times for a given sample size; this is to 

be expected because there is an increase in the expected number of events per subject. In contrast, 

the variance of the cumulative hazard estimates increase, reflecting the reduced expected number 

at risk in the case of Gamma-distributed gap times at times t = 1, 2. Despite the use of simulation 

in approximating the asymptotic variance r LR via Theorem 3, the standard error of this variance 

estimator never exceeded that of Huang's estimator (results not shown). 

In both simulations, the interpretation and numerical value of the true regression parameter coincide 

for the AGT and MAM models. A direct comparison may thus be made between the first 9 rows of 

Table 1 (columns labeled Exponential) and Table 1 of Lin et al. (1998) (columns labeled "Poisson 

Process"). In fact, the asymptotic variances can be computed exactly in this setting. Using the 

(optimal) logrank weight function, rLR ~ 1/0.539. For n =50, we obtain an approximate standard 

error of 1.36(50)-112 :::::! 0.192 for eLR, very close to that reported in Table 1. For the estimator of 

Lin et al. (1998), say ifLR, we obtain an asymptotic variance and standard error of approximately 

1/0.491 and 1.43(50)-112 :::::! 0.202. Hence, (jLR yields an efficiency improvement of approximately 

10% over ifLR in this example. In the case of Gamma(0.75,0.75)-distributed baseline gap times, 

analytical computation of the asymptotic variances is not possible and () LR is compared to (jLR via 

simulation for n = 50. Using the (nonoptimal) logrank weight function, se(ifLR) = 0.105 and se(e) 

= 0.095, suggesting an efficiency loss of 22%. Hence, in the two examples under consideration, 

estimation of eo under the AGT model is more efficient than under the MAM model. 

6 BLADDER TUMOR DATA ANALYSIS 

In this section we illustrate the proposed methods using the bladder tumor cancer data of Byar 

(1980). The data, which come from a randomized clinical trial conducted by the Veterans Ad

ministration Co-operative Urological Group from 1971-1976, consist of 118 patients with bladder 

tumors. These tumors were removed, and patients were then randomized to one of three treat

ments: placebo, pyridoxine, or thiotepa. The data on thiotepa (38 patients, 45 total recurrences) 
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versus placebo (48 patients, 87 total recurrences) are analyzed in Lin et al. (1998), where they eval

uate the effect of the baseline variables treatment (1 = placebo, 0 = thiotepa), number of initial 

tumors removed (integer, range 1-8), and diameter of largest initial tumor (in centimeters, range 

1-8) on the average number of recurrences. Kalbfleisch and Prentice (2002, §9.4.3 and 9.5.2) also 

analyze these same data using several intensity and marginal models. Their analyses suggest that 

the risk of censoring is elevated for those patients experiencing a "recent recurrence," i.e., tumor 

recurrence within the past month. Their analyses further suggest that the recurrence rate depends 

on the backward recurrence time. The latter conclusion is based on a Cox-type marginal model that 

includes these two functions of the past event history as time-dependent covariates, the covariate 

"recent recurrence" being required to adjust for the dependence of censoring on this variable. The 

importance of adjusting for recent recurrence is less clear in an intensity model utilizing backward 

recurrence time as the basic time scale. Hence, the data were reanalyzed under the AGT model 

using only baseline covariates. Table 2 contains the results, along with the estimates reported in 

Lin et al. (1998). The AGT model estimates are computed as described in Algorithms #1 and #2 

of Section 4.2, using B = 1500 simulated values in Step 2 of Algorithm #2 for estimating DLR· 

Table 2: Bladder Tumor Data 

AGT Model MAM Model 

Weight Covariate e Est SE e Est SE 

Treatment 0.681 t 0.278 0.542 0.312 

Logrank Initial# 0.264t 0.067 0.204t 0.066 

Initial Size -0.031 0.096 -0.038 0.084 

Treatment 0.433 0.257 0.657 0.314 

Gehan Initial # o.2o7t 0.064 0.218t 0.086 

Initial Size -0.008 0.090 -0.022 0.101 

t S1gmficant at 5% level 

The AGT and MAM models convey similar information, indicating tumor recurrence times expand 

on treatment (0 = thiotepa) and contract as the number of initial tumors increase. The treatment 

effect and initial number of tumors are both statistically significant at the 5% level under the AGT 
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model. The estimated standard errors under the two models are quite similar, though appreciably 

smaller for the treatment effect under the AGT model. 

The AGT model provides the ability to estimate quantities directly related to the underlying 

recurrence time distribution; see, for example, (3). Figure 6 provides an estimate of (3) by treatment 

arm for the "average" patient (i.e., 2.5 initial tumors, the largest being 1.94 centimeters) using 

the logrank weight; also given are the estimated median times to tumor recurrence. The ordering 

observed may be partly artifact because the estimated distribution for the placebo group is obtained 

from that for the treatment group by a monotone time transformation. The estimated median time 

to tumor recurrence for the treated group is nearly double that of the placebo group, reflecting 

the effectiveness of thiotepa at reducing tumor recurrence. This is also indicated by the regression 

coefficient for the treatment effect, which suggests recurrence times for patients on thiotepa should 

be exp(0.681) :::::::: 2 times as long as for patients on placebo. 

Figure 1: 
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For a hypothetical patient with fixed covariates z, it is possible to obtain a confidence interval for the 

median time to recurrence. Let ew and Ao(tliiw) denote the regression parameter and associated 

cumulative baseline intensity estimates based on the data {Nl(u),J-it(u),Zi,u 2: 0}, i = l. .. n, 

where Zi = Zi- z. Under this covariate translation A0 (t) corresponds to the cumulative intensity 

for a patient having covariates z; see also Lin et al. (1998), who point out this correspondence in 

the context of the MAM model. A family of 95% confidence intervals for the median recurrence 
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time of a patient with covariates z is then (cf. Andersen et al., 1993, §IV.3) 

{ 
lg{AoWBw)}- g(log2)1 } 

~ E lR : I I ::::: 1.96 ' 
.9{ Ao(~IBw)} O:n(E) 

where g(-) is any suitable monotone transformation and O:n(-) is the estimated standard deviation 

of Ao(-IBw). For example, with g(x) = log(x) the desired interval is simply 

{ ~ E lR: AoWBw)- 1.965~(~) S: loglog2 S: AoWBw) + 1.965~(0}. 
AoWBw) Ao(~IBw) 

(29) 

Using (29), 95% confidence intervals for the median time to recurrence are (10.5, 27.0) and (6.5, 

12.5) months for an average patient respectively treated with thiotepa or placebo. 

7 DISCUSSION 

The accelerated gap times model is a new intensity model for recurrent event data. It is a trans-

parent extension of the semiparametric AFT model, and parallels the modulated renewal process 

generalization of the Cox regression model for univariate survival data. The intensity-based ap

proach represents an alternative and useful perspective on efficient estimation in AFT -type models, 

culminating in a natural extension of the class of weighted estimating functions for e considered by 

Tsiatis (1990) and Ritov (1990). 

The idea to employ a one-step estimator is borrowed from Bickel et al. (1993, Ex. 7.7.2), who 

suggest using this method in the censored linear regression problem of Ritov (1990). However, 

they fail to point out the theoretical and practical advantages of doing so in this particular class 

of problems and, importantly, provide no guidance on how one might estimate the required analog 

of Dw. The method of Section 4.2 for estimating Dw in the case of a general weight function is 

new. Though it ostensibly assumes Be .:V N(O,fc), the proposed method works with an arbitrary 

nLconsistent estimator Band does not require that one simulate draws from a normal distribution. 

The utility of this method is also not limited to the case of rank regression. For example, the 

method could be employed in a maximum likelihood estimation problem as a way to estimate the 

information matrix, and also in more general M -estimation problems as a way to estimate the 

"bread" in a sandwich estimator of variance. 

In the case of time-independent covariates, the AGT model depends on the past history of the event 

process through the backward recurrence time only. The extension of this model to time-dependent 
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covariates allows the intensity to depend on general functions of the past event history and also 

further relaxes the requisite assumptions on censoring. There are several ways to "extend" the AGT 

model to the case of time-dependent covariates. For example, one might simply substitute Zi(u) in 

for Zi in (2). However, the resulting intensity model does not correspond to a natural extension of 

the model of Robins and Tsiatis (1992). To obtain the desired extension, consider again the case 

of a single subject and define Z = Z(oo) as the history of an external time-dependent covariate 

Z(t), t ;::: 0. Proceeding similarly to Section 2, define Ti = Si - Si-1 for i ;::: 1 (So = 0) and 

Vi= J~~~ exp{B'Z(u)}du. Given Z, suppose {Vi,i 2': 1} are independent random variables with 

distribution function F0 . Then, with Nv(t) as defined in Section 2 and :Ft = a-{Nv(u), u::; t; Z}, 

pr{Nv(t +h) - Nv(t) = 1I:Ft} =lim o-1 pr{ t < SNv(t) + TNv(t) ::; t + O'I:Ft}. 
810 pr{SNv(t) + TNv(t) > ti:Ft} 

Define g(t, Z) = J~ exp{B'Z(u)}du. Then, given :Ft, g(SNv(t)' Z) is simply a known location shift 

and thus g(SNv(t) + TNv(t)' Z) has the same probability distribution as V + g(SNv(t)' Z). Because 

g(t, Z) is monotone increasing in t, it is now easy to show 

pr{t < SNv(t) + TNv(t)::; t + O'I:Ft} 

pr{SNv(t) + TNv(t) > ti:Ft} 

Fo{g(t + O, Z)- g(SNv(t)' Z)}- Fo{g(t, Z)- g(SNv(t)' Z)} 

1- Fo{g(t, Z)- g(SNv(t)' Z)} 

Dividing both sides by o, taking the limit as o l 0, and integrating yields the cumulative intensity 

function (i.e., with respect to Ft), or 

(30) 

Notice that (30) reduces to (1) if Z(u) = Z for u ;::: 0. Moreover, since g(Sk, Z) I:;J=1 Vj 
- k - -

(i.e., given Z), NV(t) = max{k : sk ::; t} = max{k : I::j=l Vj ::; g(t, Z)}. Hence, E[NV(t)IZJ = 

!o(g(t, Z)) and corresponds to the extension of the MAM model considered by Lin et al. (1998). 

The general AGT intensity model under noninformative censoring asserts that Az(t 1\ T) is the 

compensator of Nv(t 1\ T) with respect toFt = CJ{ Nv( u 1\ T),l( T ;::: u), Z(u+ ), u::; t}. In principle, 

estimation with internal and external time-dependent covariates proceeds similarly to the case of 

time-independent covariates. Using a likelihood-based derivation similar to Section 3.1, the general 

form of the estimating function fore quickly becomes complicated for arbitrary predictable Z(·) 

and, in particular, does not appear to reduce to the most obvious extension of (17). However, in 

the case where zi (.) changes only at event times, the general estimating function for e becomes 
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computationally identical to (18). Specifically, define Xij(B) = Tijexp(O'Zij) and Zij = Zi(Sij) for 

1:::; j:::; Ni and Xij(B) = (Ti- siNi)exp(B'Zi,Ni+l) and Zi,Ni+l = Zi(Ti) for j = Ni + 1. Then, for 

a general weight function, the estimating function for ()reduces to 

which is exactly (18) with Zi replaced by Zij· Similarly, one obtains 

Several possibilities exist for extension of the AGT model. For example, paralleling Prentice et al. 

(1981), a history-dependent stratification of the baseline intensity .Ao(·) in (2) and also(} might be 

considered. However, eliminating the baseline intensity using a partial likelihood argument does not 

appear to be possible, complicating estimation. Exchangeable rather than iid baseline gap times 

could be accommodated using a shared frailty model, as was done in Pefia et al. (2001); alternatively, 

a random effect could be incorporated directly into the multiplicative factor that accelerates the 

baseline gap times (cf., Cox and Solomon, 2003, §5.4). Clustered recurrent event processes, as 

one might encounter with patients treated at the same hospital or by the same physician, could 

be handled in a likelihood framework by extending the correlated frailty model of Farner (1998). 

Alternatively, a GEE-type approach might be employed using (17) and a working independence 

assumption. Finally, it is often true that observation of a recurrent event process is terminated 

by death. Extensions to this sort of dependent censoring problem would be worthwhile. However, 

because identifiability issues can arise when the death rate differs among patients having similar 

recurrent event rates, joint modeling of these processes is advisable. 
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APPENDIX A: PROOFS FOR §3.1 

PROOF OF LEMMA 3: 

For any t ::?: 0, let II(t) = J~ Hi(u)Mi(dul8) and I2(t) = J0
00 I{R;(v)e6'z, :::; t}Hi(Ri(v)e6'Z')MJ(dv). 

The equality II(t) = I2(t) is a consequence of (6), Lemma 2, and the fact that Mit(u) = NJ(u) -
J0u Y/(v)>.o(R;(v)e6'z•)e6'Z'dv. Since I{R;(v)e6'z, :::; t}Hi(R;(v)e6'z,) is 9v-predictable process, E[II(t)] = 
E[I2(t)] = 0. In addition, 

var (II (t)) = E [100 H'f(R;( v)e6' z, )I {R;( v)e6' z, :::; t} Y/(v)>.0 (R;(v)e6' z, )dv] . 

Applying Lemma 2 once more establishes the variance identity and completes the proof. D 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1 

We wish to find rpk(·) E lHI, k = 1. .. p such that E[(Sqk(B) -Bii,Ao('Pk))Bii,Ao(1J)] = 0 for all7] E lHI. It 
suffices to consider k = 1 and 7J(·) not identically zero. The quantities Sqi(B) and Bii,Ao(1J) are stochastic 
integrals, and depend on the Q-martingales MJ (-), i = 1 ... n defined as in Lemma 1. Since Mit(-), i = 
1 ... n are orthogonal mean zero square-integrable martingales and Q(u) is deterministic, a straightforward 
martingale covariance calculation shows 

E[Bii,A0 (1J) (Sqi(8)- Bii,Ao('PI))] = 

nE [100 11( RI(u)e6' Zt) { Zu Q( RI(u)e6' Zt) -'PI ( RI (u)e6' Zt)} >.o(RI(u)e6' Zt )Yit (u)e6' z1 du.] 

The integral term on the right-hand side is easily handled via Lemma 2; hence, 

E[Bii,A0 (1J) (Sqi(B)- Bii,A0 (rpl))) = nE [100{Zu Q(r)- 'PI(r)}7J(r)>.o(r)YI(riB)dr] 

Hence, E [ Bii,Ao (17)(Sqi (B) - Bii,Ao ('PI))) = 0 if and only if E [Zu Y1 (riB)] Q(r) = 'PI (r)E [YI (riB)] or, equiv

alently, that 'PI(r) = Q(r)&I(u) for £I(u) = E [ZuYI(riB)] /E [YI(riB)]. Since ZI is uniformly bounded by 
(A5) and 0/0=0, we have £I(r) = 0 whenever E[YI(riB)] = 0; hence 'PI(·) E lHI. The efficient score is 
now obtained by subtracting [BII,Ao (rpi), ... , Bii,Ao(rpp)]' from Sq(8); (10) and (11) then follow directly from 
Lemma 3. The information bound is then a direct consequence of Theorem 3.4.1 of Bickel et al. (1993). D 

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2 

As implied in van der Vaart (1998, §25.5) and also by Corollaries 5.5.2 and 5.5.3 of Bickel et al. (1993), the 
efficient score for A0 ( ·) equals 

(31) 

where Bii,Ao(1Jeff,t) is given by the right-hand side of (13), Sq(B) is given in (7), Beff(B) is given in Proposition 
1, and 'Eq is defined in (11). A straightforward computation shows 

Using Lemma 2 and simplifying, we find E [Bii,Ao (1Jeff,t)Sq(B)] = nAq(t). Hence, (31) reduces to 

(cff) - ~ { 00 [I{u:::; t} I -I ] 
Bii,Ao(t)- {:-: Jo s(Ol(uiB) - Aq(t)'Eq Q(u) (Zi- £(u)) Mi(dul8). 
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By Lemma 3 and the fact that the summands are iid, 

( -112 (elf) ) [foo{I{u~t} , _1 }
2 

] var n Be,A0 (t) = E Jo s(O)(ufB) - AQ(t)'EQ Q(u)(Z1- E(u)) Y1(ufB)>.o(u)du . . 

Expanding the square and simplifying then yields (14). 0 

APPENDIX B: PROOFS AND AUXILIARY RESULTS FOR §4 

We begin with several fundamental results. All probability and expectations are with respect to IP'0 , the 
underlying probability measure associated with the true parameters 80 and Ao ( · ). Throughout, JR+ = [0, oo), 
and 8 is a open, convex subset of JRP. Unless otherwise stated, all proofs for §4 and auxiliary results provided 
below are collected at the end. 

Theorem 5. Let BE 8 be fixed and define fortE JR+ 

fiUl (tfB) = ]:_ t Z~j N;(tfB), j = 0, 1, 2. 
n i=1 

(32) 

Then, considered as processes in t E JR+, {16) and {32) are IP'o-Donsker under {A1)-{A5). 

Theorem 6. As processes in (t, B) E JR+ X e, {16) and {32) are f'o-Donsker under {A1)-{A5). 

The following is an immediate consequence of Theorems 5 and 6. 

Corollary 1. Under conditions {A1)-{A5) and for j = 0, 1, 2, 

sup IIRUl(tfB)- E [z~j N1(tfB)] II~ 0 
( t,&) EJR+x 8 

and sup lly(j) (tfB) - E [ Z~jY1 (tfB) J II ~ 0. 
(t,&)EJR+xe 

These results continue to hold if the supremum is taken only over t E JR+, B E 8 fixed. 

Lemma 4 below is useful for computing the expectations appearing in Corollary 1. The first result is an easy 
consequence of (5), (6), and Lemma 3; the expectation (33) follows immediately from Proposition 2 of Peiia 
et al. (2001). Proof is therefore omitted. 

Lemma 4. Let B E JRP be arbitrary, and suppose 80 is the unique parameter val·ue making M;t ( ·) in Lemma 1 a 
(}-martingale. Then, N;(tfB) = N;(te(&o-&)'Z,fBo) and Y;(tfB) = Y;(te(l:lo-B)'Z,fBo) fori= 1 .. . n. Moreover, 
fork= 0,1,2, 

E [z~k N1(tfB)j = E [ z~k 1tetoo-oJ'z, YI(ufBo)-\o(u)du,] 

wher·e, for He0 (rfZ1) = pr{T1ee~z, ~ rfZI}, 

PROOF OF THEOREM 1: 

From (22), (A6), and Lemma 4, it follows that Sc(B) ~ Sc(B), where 

Sc(B) = 1oo s(0l(ufB)E [Z1Y1(ufB)-\o(uh1(B))h1(B)]- sC1l(ufB)E [YI(ufB).Ao(uh1(B))h1(B)] du 
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and h1(B) = exp{(Bo- B)'Zl}. Evidently, h1(Bo) = 1 and thus Sc(Bo) = 0; (A6) and (A7) therefore ensure 
B0 is unique. Corollary 1 and Theorem 5 further imply 

The first term on the right-hand side is an average of iid mean zero random variables. Using Lemma 3, it 
can be shown that the variance of J0

00 [s<0l(uiBo)Zi- s(ll(uiBo)] Mi(duiBo) reduces to ~Gas stated in the 
theorem. Moreover, by (A1) and (A6), ll~cll < oo, and hence the first term on the right-hand side satisfies 
an ordinary central limit theorem. 

Define eM= {a E JRP: llall::::: M}, where 0 < M < 00 is arbitrary. Since Sc(B) and Sc(B) are (component
wise) monotone functions of B, the theorem follows from the above and Theorem 24.2 ofRitov (1991) provided 
that (24) holds and 

1 { - 1/2 - 1/2 } n• Sc(Bo + n- TJ)- Sc(Bo)- Sc(Bo + n- TJ) = op(1) (34) 

for any 7J E eM. The result (34) follows if, for any (positive) sequence bn----> 0, 

sup n~ { Sc(B)- Sc(Bo)- Sc(B)} = op(1 + n~ liB- Boll). (35) 
ll8-8oii:"'6n 

To show (35), write Sc(B) =(I)+ (II), where 

1 n roo 
(I)=;;: L Jn [§(O)(uiB)Zi- §(1\uiB)] [Ni(duiB)- Yi(uiB).Ao(uhi(B))hi(B)du] 

i=1 ° 
and 

1 n roo 
(II)=;;: L Jn [§(O)(uiB)Zi- §(1l(uiB)] Yi(uiB) [>-o(uhi(B))hi(B)- .Ao(u)] du. 

t=1 ° 
From Lemma 4, Ni(tiB) = Ni(te<eo-B)'ZiiBo) and Yi(tiB) = Yi(te<eo-e)'ziiBo). Substituting these representa
tions into (I) and simplifying, we see (I) = Sc(Ba). Hence, Sc(B)- Sc(Bo) reduces to (II). Now, suppose 
that liB- Boll ::=; bn, where bn ----> 0. (A1) then implies 

>-o(uhi(B))hi(B) = .Ao(u)- qo(u)Z~(B- Bo) + O(IIB- Boll 2 ) a.s. 

where q0 ( u) = .\0 ( u) + u.-\0 ( u) and the constant in the error term can be bounded independently bn. Su bsti
tuting this expansion into (I I) and simplifying, we obtain 

Because Sc(Bo) = 0, an essentially identical argument also shows 

Subtracting (37) from (36) and multiplying through by n ~, Theorem 6 and the Delta Method yield 

sup n~ { Sc(B)- Sc(Bo)- Sc(B)} = O(bn) x Op(1) + op(n~ liB- Boll). 
ll8-8oii:"'6n 

Since bn ----> 0, the first term is op(1), establishing (35). Observing that (24) is a direct consequence of (37) 
and that q0 (u) = Q(u)>.0 (u) then completes the proof. 0 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2: 

Under the stated conditions, Sw(B) = Sw(r,B) converges uniformly to (i.e., forB E N(Ba)) 

Sw(B) = lrw(uiB)( E[Z1Y1(uiB)>.a(uh1(B))h1(B)]- :~:;~~::~E[Y1(uiB)>.a(uh1 (B))h1 (B)J) du (38) 

where h1(B) = exp{(Ba- B)'ZI}. Because h1(Ba) = 1, Sw(Ba) = 0; (A6) and (A10) therefore ensure Ba is 
unique. By Corollary 1 and Theorem 5 

- _ 1 ~ ( [ s(l>(uiBa)] -1/2 
Sw(Ba)-;;; tt la w(uiBa) zi- g(a)(uiBa) Mi(duiBa) + Op(n ). (39) 

The first term on the right-hand side is an average of iid mean zero random variables. Using Lemma 
3, a straightforward computation shows that the variance of a single term equals ~w. Under the stated 
assumptions, ll~wll < oo and the first term on the right-hand side satisfies an ordinary central limit theorem. 

Since Ba is n! -consistent, the theorem now follows from Theorem 5.45 of van der Vaart (1998) provided 
(26) holds and 

sup n! { Sw(B)- Sw(Ba)- Sw(B)} = op(1 + n! liB- Ball) 
118-lloll~.ln 

(40) 

for any sequence dn __, 0. Arguing exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1, (A1)-(A10) are sufficient to ensure 
that both Sw(B)- Sw(Ba) and Sa(B) equal 

-(B- Ba)' lf w(uiB)v(uiB)s<a>(uiB)Q(u)>.a(u)du (41) 

to op(n-112 + liB- Ball) and o(IIB -Bali), respectively. This establishes (40) and also (26), which follows 
directly from (41). D 

PROOF OF THEOREM 3: 

Conditionally on the data, it is easy to show that 

lim -3'3 = ~ 1 (1 O' ) 
B-->oo B 0 nr G 

1 (0' )~ and lim -B3'!D = r~ D + ra Op(n112). 
B--.oo n G w 

Thus, Dw = Dw + op(n-112 ), proving the first result. The second result is a simple consequence of the first 
~ p 

and the fact that ~w __, ~w under (A1)-(A10). D 

PROOF OF THEOREM 4: 

For any B, we may write 

Aa(tiB) - Aa(t) = [Aa(tiB) - Aa(tiBa) J + [ Aa(tiBa) - Ao(t) J . 
~ ~ t 

Consider first Aa(tiB)-Aa(tiBa), to which we add Aa(t) =fa [§<a>(uiB)j§(a)(uiB)]>.a(u)du and subtract Aa(t) = 

J~ [§(a) ( ul Ba) j§(a) ( uiBa)] >.a ( u )du. A suitable rearrangement of terms, several applications of Corollary 1, and 
arguments similar to those used in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 lead to the representation 

~ ~ 1 ~ {t Yi(uiB) [ ] -1/2 
Aa(tiB)- Aa(tiBa) =;;; tl" la s<a>(uiB) >.a(uh;(B))h;(B)- >.0 (u) du + op(n ) (42) 

where h;(B) = exp{(Ba-B)' Z;} and the op(n-112) term is uniform in t and BE N(Ba). Supposing liB-Ball :S dn 
for any dn __, 0 and proceeding similarly to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, the first term on the right-hand 
side of (42) can be written 

[ r s<1>(uiBa) ]' 
- la s(a)(uiBa) Q(u)>.a(u)du (B- Ba) + op(IIB- Boll), 
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where the op(IIIJ -IJoll) term is uniform in t by (A1). Thus, for IIIJ -IJoll::; n- 112 M, 

~ ~ I 1/2 Ao(tJIJ) - Ao(tliJo) = -AQ(t)(IJ- IJo) + op(n- ) 

where AQ(t) is as specified in the theorem and the op(n- 112 ) term is uniform in t and I) E N(IJ0 ). This 
establishes (28). To establish the first result, note that Corollary 1 implies 

1 (~ ) -1/2 ~ ft M;(duJIJo) 
n2 A0 (tl1Jo)-Ao(t) =n 8lo sCDl(uJIJ) +op(1), (43) 

the error being uniform fortE [0, f]. Hence, uniformly fortE [0, f], (28), (43), and the fact that Bw -1}0 = 

- [Dii}J' Sw(IJo) + op(n- 112 ) imply that d (Ao(tJBw)- Ao(t)) is equivalent to 

_ 1/2 ~ [ {t M;(duJIJo) [ _1]' (' { sCll(uJIJo)} ] 
n 8 Jo sCDl(uJIJo) + AQ(t)Dw Jo w(uJIJo) Z;- sCDl(uJBo) M;(duJIJo) + op(1). 

Write the first term as n- 112 I:;;=1 ~;(tliJo). Under the assumptions of the theorem, ~(-JIJ0 ) is cadlag in t 
and of bounded variation for t E [0, f]. Hence, it is IP'o-Donsker and therefore n- 112 I:;i=1 ~;(tJIJ0 ) converges 
weakly to a Gaussian process with covariance E[6 ( sJIJo)6 (tl8o)] for any t, s 2: 0. Tedious but straightforward 
computations using Lemma 3 yield the covariance term; see also the proof of Proposition 2. The remaining 
details are omitted. 0 

PROOF OF THEOREM 5: 

For j = 0, 1, 2, each of (16) and (32) is a monotone function oft E JR+. Since Z; is uniformly bounded, there 
exists Mj < oo depending only on j such that .NUl(tJ8)::; MjNi and §CJl(tJB) ::; Mj(N; + 1). Under (A5), 
the expectation of (N; + 1) 2 is finite under IP'0 . Hence each is Donsker by Example 2.10.27 of van der Vaart 
and Wellner (1996).0 

PROOF OF THEOREM 6: 

Let the observed data on subject i be x; = ( { ( Nl ( u), Y/ ( u)), u 2: 0}, Z;); our sample then constitutes n iid 
copies of a generic element :r defined on the relevant sample space X. The processes in (16) and (32) are 
each constructed via a Z-weighted x-dependent sum of indicator functions, where each indicator function is 
parameterized by (t, IJ) in a similar manner. The argument required for establishing the Donsker property 
is therefore the same for both types of processes, and it suffices to establish that (32) is IP'0 -Donsker. For a 
generic element :r E X, define 

k(X) 

J(x,t,e) = L I{gj(:r,t,e)::; o}, (44) 
j=1 

where k(x;) = Nl(T;-) = N; and gJ(x;,t,IJ) = T;jee'z, -t for j::; N;. Clearly, f(x;,t,IJ) = N;(tJIJ) and 
thus .NC0l(tl1J) = n- 1 I:;~= 1 j(x;, t, IJ). Define 

F ~ { !(·, t,O) ~ ~ I{g;(·, t, 0) ~ 0), t E 11<+, 0 E 8}; (45) 

Considered as a function on JR+ x 8, f(x;, t, 8) is evidently an element of :F. Now, by (A5), Z1 ... Zn are 
uniformly bounded in norm. If (45) is a IP'o-Donsker class with integrable envelope, the class of functions 
formed by computing Z f(x, t, IJ) for f E :F is also IP'o-Donsker (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996, Ex. 
2.10.10). Hence it suffices to establish the Donsker property for j = 0, i.e., for :F. The elements (44) of :F 
are constructed by summing simpler functions of x and (t, IJ). The proof therefore proceeds by showing the 
Donsker property holds for these simpler functions. Theorem 2.10.24 of van der Vaart and Wellner (1996) 
and other results on preservation of the Donsker property are then used to establish the result for :F. The 
remaining details are available from the author upon request. 0 
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